
2019 Fusion Coin 
SUPER CAR RACE SERIES

SCR JAPAN　http://www.scr-japan.com/
714 OMIKA OYAMA-CHO, SUNTO-GUN,SHIZUOKA, 410-1308 JAPAN phone +81-550-78-6161

Wants for Entrants!

It’s a chance for leaps and bounds for professionals and young people
The race makes a gentleman a hero.

Able to drive at full performance without BoP (Balance of performance).There is a winning chance by the pit stop handicap for amateur and also a chance 
for little former car without update. A gentleman driver can be the hero You can know who the real fast pro driver is. There increase a chance comes for 

professionals and young drivers That is  new 2019 Fusion Coin SUPER CAR RACE SERIES.

【Outline of the race】
Qualifying is on Saturday morning. And first game for the final will be on Saturday 
afternoon and the second game on Sunday. The second round of the final will 
be played on the reverse grid of the first race position for each class.The race 
time is 40 minutes (around 23 laps),Required one pit stop at least. As a rule, 
refueling is not permitted If your car a refueling tank large enough to not complete 
the race,simple refueling up to 20 liters is allowed Handicap is added by the 
performance of the car and the driver's rank, at the time of driver change (even 
when driving alone). To fair as possible, handicap may change for each race

【participate in class】
Class 1 is classified as FIA-GT3, Class 2 as CUP CAR, Class 3 as FIA-GT4 & TCR, 
and Class 4 as MINI CHALLENGE & Fuji Champion Race86 / BRZ, and it can 
compete in new and old racing cars. Even if it does not conform, the appropriate 
class and handicap will be determined by the office judgment.
For example, you can race by SUPER ENDURANCE  race car or onemake (not 
numbered), and  also race by the car that JAF approves, including Libre.
However, if the warranty period for safety of tanks, seats, seat belts, etc. has 
passed or safety has not confirmed, which cannot be permitted.

【Tires】
Use PIRELLI tires selling by SCR JAPAN. If the size does not fit, you can use other brands recognized 
by SCR JAPAN. There is no limit to the number.

【Participation driver】
Possess domestic Class A license or more Combination is only "professional and amateur" or 
"amateur" or "amateur alone, “Both Professionals" is not allowed. A careful classification of the ranks 
of both professional and amateur drivers places the pit stop time as a handicap accordingly.

【About entry fee】
1 for 2races……¥ 300,000 (excluding tax)
2 for 4 races……￥500,000 (excluding tax)

【Entry acceptance period】
Round.1 Round.2……July 1st , 2019 -  August 15th . 2019
Round.3 Round.4……September 1st , 2019 - October 15th, 2019
※ In the case of a large number of entries, a lottery after the end of reception

【Registration  and Inquiry】
Please check the details on the following site and follow the procedure

● Each class 10 cars
● There is no hospitality booth and catering service available on first 

 meeting.

  WEC exclusive VIP package can be secured.

 If your reservation is complete by July 10

 1day about 100,000yen (planned price)

 2days about 140,000yen (planned price)

 (Use the WEC's dedicated hospitality area, passes, meals, grids, 

 etc.)

The total prize money provided by the 
tournament sponsor “Fusion Partners” 
(cryptocurrency managing company) is 
100 million yen. 
Winning prizes given for up to 10th in each 
round and series, also given PIT STOP 
PRIZE for up to 10th position that close to 
decided time in each round

amount of the prize! One hundred million yen
Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4

Round prize 

1st 2,000,000 1,500,000 1,000,000 500,000
2nd 1,500,000 800,000 500,000 300,000
3rd 1,000,000 500,000 300,000 200,000
4th 500,000 300,000 200,000 100,000
5th 300,000 200,000 100,000 80,000
6th 200,000 100,000 80,000 70,000
7th 100,000 80,000 70,000 50,000
8th 80,000 70,000 50,000 30,000
9th 70,000 50,000 30,000 20,000
10th 50,000 30,000 20,000 10,000

Series prize 

1st 4,000,000 3,000,000 2,000,000 1,000,000
2nd 3,000,000 1,500,000 1,000,000 500,000
3rd 1,500,000 1,000,000 500,000 400,000
4th 1,000,000 500,000 400,000 250,000
5th 500,000 400,000 250,000 150,000
6th 400,000 250,000 150,000 120,000
7th 250,000 150,000 120,000 100,000
8th 150,000 120,000 100,000 80,000
9th 120,000 100,000 80,000 50,000
10th 100,000 80,000 50,000 20,000

PIT STOP 
TIME PRIZE

1st 1,000,000
2nd 900,000
3rd 800,000
4th 700,000
5th 600,000
6th 500,000
7th 400,000
8th 300,000
9th 200,000
10th 100,000

Round.1
Round.2

Round.3
Round.410/5（SAT）-10/6（SUN） 11/30（SAT）-12/1（SUN）

Fuji Speed Waycourse


